Abstract -To obtain an approximate solution of the steady-state convectiondiffusion problem, it is necessary to solve the corresponding system of linear algebraic equations. The basic peculiarity of these LA systems is connected with the fact that they have non-symmetric matrices. We discuss the questions of approximate solution of 2D convection-diffusion problems on the basis of two-and three-level iterative methods. The general theory of iterative methods of solving grid equations is used to present the material of the paper. The basic problems of constructing grid approximations for steady-state convection-diffusion problems are considered. We start with the consideration of the Dirichlet problem for the differential equation with a convective term in the divergent, nondivergent, and skew-symmetric forms. Next, the corresponding grid problems are constructed. And, finally, iterative methods are used to solve approximately the above grid problems. Primary consideration is given to the study of the dependence of the number of iteration on the Peclet number, which is the ratio of the convective transport to the diffusive one.
Introduction
The basic features of continuum mechanics problems are connected with the existence of convection and its dominance in many processes. Theoretical and methodological investigations of numerical algorithms oriented to numerical simulation of such problems should be conducted on the basic model problems -boundary-value convection-diffusion problems. Three primary classes of these problems connected with the use of divergent, nondivergent, and skew-symmetric formulations for convective-transport operators [18] are discussed.
The problems of constructing and validating numerical methods for steady-state convection-diffusion problems are considered. For model differential 2D convection-diffusion problems, the primary properties of the convective-transport operator in Hilbert spaces are considered. In constructing discrete analogs, we use finite-difference methods that are commonly used for solving large-scale applied problems. Only regular problem domains and structured grids will be considered because in this situation the differences between finitedifference and finite element approximations have not principal character.
The problems of iterative solution of grid convection-diffusion problems are discussed. General approaches are considered for selecting iterative parameters. The final results of the iterative method theory for solving non-self-adjoint problems are derived for two-level iterative schemes (the minimal correction method). The possibilities of using the three-level conjugate gradient method are analyzed in various variants. The convergence of this method is investigated for the symmetrization of the initial problem by splitting the self-adjoint part (diffusion).
Differential convection-diffusion problems
In constructing algorithms for approximate solution of boundary value-problems, we apply the following methodological principle: the discrete problem should inherit the basic properties of the differential one. Therefore, it is natural to start our investigation with the consideration of some important peculiarities of the differential problem. The Dirichlet problem is considered for the 2D model convection-diffusion equation. The properties of the convective transport operator are studied. A priori estimates are derived in the corresponding norms.
Model steady-state convection-diffusion problems
In a bounded 2D domain Ω with a smooth enough boundary ∂Ω, the steady-state convectiondiffusion equation in the nondivergent form
is considered. The equation is supplemented with the simplest boundary conditions
As the basic equation, we also consider the convection-diffusion equation in the divergent form:
And finally, we a consider a separate case where the convection-diffusion equation has the skew-symmetric form:
On the set of functions u(x) satisfying the boundary conditions (2), the steady-state convection-diffusion equation can be rewritten as the operator equation
Here D is the diffusive transport operator defined as
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The convective-transport operator, according to (1) , (3), (4) , can be written in various forms. For the convective-transport operator in the nondivergent form according to (1) , we assume C = C 1 , where
In a similar way from (3) we have C = C 2 , where now
Taking into account (4), the convective-transport operator in the skew-symmetric form is
and
We give some useful facts from the theory of boundary-value problems for second-order elliptic equaions [5, 8, 11] . In particular, we highlight the basic properties of the abovemetioned operators of diffusive and convective transport.
Properties of operators of diffusive and convective transport
The solution of a discrete problem should inherit the basic properties of the differential problem. This can be achieved, in particular, if the grid operators have the same basic properties as the differential ones.
Let H = L 2 (Ω) be the Hilbert space with the scalar product (u, w) = Ω
u(x)w(x)dx
for arbitrary functions u(x) and w(x), which go to zero on ∂Ω, and the norm u ≡ (u, u)
The diffusive transport operator defined by (6) is self-adjoint [9, 10, 21] in H on the set of functions satisfying the boundary conditions (2) :
Indeed, taking into account the Green formula, we have
where E is the identity operator, λ 0 > 0 is the minimal eigenvalue of the Laplace operator with the Dirichlet boundary conditions, holds. For the rectangle Ω = {x | x = (x 1 , x 2 ), 0 < x α < l α , α = 1, 2}
we have
Estimate (10) follows from
We now consider the convective-transport operator in various forms (see (7) - (9)). Taking into account the homogeneous boundary conditions (2), we have
Thus, we see that the convective-transport operators in the divergent and nondivergent forms are adjoint to one another (with a precision of the sign)
By virtue of (11) the convective-transport operator in the symmetric form (9) will be skewsymmetric ((C 0 u, u) = 0):
Under the condition of incompressibility
the convective-transport operator in the nondivergent (7) and divergent (8) forms will also be skew-symmetric. In constructing discrete approximations of the convective-transport operators the basic fact is that the skew-symmetric property for the operator C 0 takes place for any v α (x), α = 1, 2, including the compressible case. It seems useful to give the upper bound for the convective-transport operator. For (7), (8) we have
and, therefore,
where
Therefore, for the convective-transport operators defined in accordance with (7), (8) 
where the constant M 1 depends only on div v and in accordance with (13) is
We also give the estimates of the convective-transport operator subordination to the diffusive-transport operator: Cu
where the constant M 2 , depends on the velocity. For the nondivergent operator of convection (7) we have
i. e. in inequality (16) at C = C 1 we can assume
Similarly, at C = C 2 (see (8) ) we obtain
Taking into account the Friedrichs inequality [10, 12 ]
where the constant M 0 = λ −1 0 , we obtain at C = C 2 estimate (16) with
In a similar way, for the case that C = C 0 we have
The above estimates (14) , (16) serve as a reference in studying discrete analogs of the convective-transport operator. Summarizing the above properties of the convective-transport operator, we obtain the following statement. (17) , (19) , (20) .
It is natural to construct difference operator of convective and diffusive transport in such a way that they do have the same properties.
A priori estimates
We give elementary a priori estimates for equations (1) , (3) and (4) supplemented with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (2) . In the Hilbert space
(Ω) the norm can be defined as
Theorem 2. For the solution of problem (5) at
the following a priori estimate holds
Proof. Let us first consider the boundary-value convection-diffusion problem (2), (4) written in the skew-symmetric form. Multiplying equation (5) scalarly by u(x):
Taking into account the Cauchy-Schwarz-Bunyakovskii inequality, for the right-hand side of (23), in view of the Friedrichs inequality (18) , we obtain
Taking into account the skew-symmetric property of the convective-transport operator C 0 , we can obtain from (23) the sought estimate
In considering the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for the convection-diffusion equations in the divergent and non-diverhent forms (1), (3), we use estimate (14) . For the left-hand side (23), we derive
Assuming (21), we obtain estimate (22) . This estimate generalizes the above a priori estimate (24).
It should be emphasiged that the a priori estimate (22) for the convection-diffusion equation with the convective-transport operator in the divergent (7) and nondivergent (8) forms has been obtained with the additional restriction (21) , which can be interpreted as the condition of not too large compressibility of the medium (not too large constant M 1 ).
In considering the convection-diffusion problem in the divergent and nondivergent forms, particular attention should be given to the case where the medium compressibility is large, i.e. inequality (21) does not hold. Then we have a problem with a weak convective transportthe coefficients of the convective transport are small in amplitude, but vary substantially from point to point. In this case, the positivity of D + C results from the low value of the coefficient M 2 in estimate (16) . 
Proof. Taking into account the subordination inequality (16), we have
Thus, from (23) we obtain estimate (25).
Convection-diffusion difference problems
Difference schemes for the 2D steady-state convection-diffusion problems are constructed and investigated with the use of elementary rectangular grids. The properties of the difference operators of diffusive and convective transports are studied in grid Hilbert spaces. This makes it possible to prove the convergence of the schemes in the corresponding norms. In a similar way, it is possible to study the discrete approximations on more general grids. For instance, approximations of the convection-diffusion operators on triangular grids are considered in [17, 20] .
Difference operator of diffusive transport on a rectangular grid
The convection-diffusion problem is considered in the rectangle
We use a grid uniform in both directions. For grids in particular directions x α , α = 1, 2, we use the following notations
For the grid in Ω, assumē
For the grid functions that go to zero on the set of boundary nodes ∂ω (ω = ω ∪ ∂ω), we define the Hilbert space H = L 2 (ω) with the following scalar product and norm:
On the introduced grid the diffusive-transport operator is approximated as
Using the standard index-free notations of the theory of difference schemes [15, 19] , we can introduce the forward, backward and central difference derivatives as follows:
The 2D difference-convective transport operator is represented as the sum of the 1D ones:
For smooth diffusion coefficients, we can assume
In the general case, it is necessary to employ the integro-interpolation method (the balance method) [15] . Integrating with respect to the control volume for a particular grid point
The self-adjoint property of the operator D results from the self-adjoint properties of the 1D operators D (α) , α = 1, 2:
Let us define for the 2D difference functions that go to zero on ∂ω the grid analog of the
For the 2D difference diffusive-transport operator (26), the following inequality holds:
To estimate the 2D difference diffusive-transport operator, we employ the Friedrichs inequality for the 2D grid functions. 
Proof. For the 1D grid functions that go to zero on ∂ω, the following inequality holds
Taking into account the Friedrichs inequality for the 1D grid functions, we obtain
from which (28) follows.
From (27), (28) the lower bound for the operator D follows
where E is the identity grid operator. We also give the upper bound for the diffusivetransport operator, too.
Lemma 2. For the difference operator D the following inequality
with the constant
holds.
Proof. The proof can be obtained by considering a similar estimate for the 1D operators.
Convective-transport difference operators
We now consider the difference analogs of convective-transport differential operators written in various forms. For the operator in the nondivergent form
we put in correspondence the 2D the convective-transport difference operator
In the simplest case of smooth enough convective-transport coefficients we assume
Other approximations of convective terms are also possible (see, e.g., book [18] ). Similarly, for the approximation of the convective-transport operator in the divergent form
we use the difference operator
The approximation of the 2D convective-transport operator in the skew-symmetric form
Using the properties of the 1D convective-transport operators C
α , α = 0, 1, 2, β = 1, 2, we can formulate the corresponding properties of the 2D operators. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the 1D convective-transport operators in the divergent and nondivergent forms are adjoint to one another up to a sign. Taking this into account, we have
The skew-symmetric property of the operator C 0 follows from its definition as a half-sum of the operators C 1 and C 2 .
Similar properties can be proved for convective-transport operators constructed with the use of coefficients v α (x), α = 1, 2 shifted by a half-step in the corresponding directions. Such staggered grids are in common use in computational fluid dynamics. Let us refer the convective-transport coefficient v 1 (x) with respect to the variable x 1 to the nodes of the grid which is shifted by a half-step along this direction. The grid for the coefficient v 2 (x) is shifted along x 2 by 0.5h 2 (Fig. 1) . Using the integro-interpolation method, we obtain for the convective-transport difference operator in the nondivergent form
For the convective-transport difference operator in the divergent form, we employ the representation
This expression is a difference analog of the differential equality
with a special approximation of div v. The following notations are used here for the difference derivative of the grid function given at half-integer nodes:
For the skew-symmetric convective-transport operator C 0 = 0.5(C 1 + C 2 ), from (34), (35) we have
For convective-transport operators C α , α = 0, 1, 2, defined from (34)-(36), Lemma 3 holds. In the multidimensional case, the inequality
with a constant M 1 , independent of the grid steps is also valid for the convective-transport operators under consideration. For operators (30), (31), we obtain a constant M 1 , which depends on the first derivatives of the convective-transport coefficients, and in the case of (34), (35) -on the divergence as in the continuous case. We formulate the following statement.
Lemma 4. For the convective-transport difference operators C α , α = 1, 2, defined according to (30), (31), estimates (37) hold with the constant
(1)
whereas for (34), (35) -with the constant
Proof. Taking into account (33), for operatorts (34), (35) we have
For operators (29), (30) we also use the corresponding estimates for the 1D operators. For instance, for the 2D convective-transport operator in the nondivergent form we have
i. e., we arrive at the sought estimate (37), (38).
Finally, let us consider the subordination property of the convective-transport operator to the diffusive-transport operator at standard restrictions k(x) κ > 0.
Lemma 5. For the 2D convective-transport difference operators
where the constant M 2 for the operators C 1 , defined according to (30) , (34), is, respectively,
and for operators (32), (36) -
where M 0 is the constant from (28).
Proof. Taking into account the inequality
for operator (30) in view of (27) we have
The estimate for operator (34) is obtained in the same manner. For the grid operator (31), we use the representation
Thus,
Taking into account the Friedrichs inequality (28), we obtain estimate (39) with the constant M 2 given in the Lemma. For the grid operator in the divergent form with coefficients on staggered grids, on the basis of (35) we have
For the first term in the right-hand side, we use the already derived estimate for C 1 , for the second one -the Friedrichs inequality.
Subordination estimates for the 2D convective-transport difference operators in the skewsymmetric form C 0 are derived as in the 1D case from the estimates for the operators C α , α = 1, 2.
The above values for the subordination constant M 2 , in spite of their awkwardness, demonstrate the fundamental independence of this constant of the computational grid. The constant M 2 depends on the values of the convective-transport coefficients v α (x), α = 1, 2 (velocity) and on div v, to be more precise, on their difference approximations.
A priori estimates for difference schemes
On the basis of the obtained properties of the diffusive-and convective-transport operators it is possible to derive the corresponding a priori estimates. For the problem of the approximate solution error, these estimates make it possible to evaluate the convergence rate of the difference schemes for the convection-diffusion problems.
It is suitable to start the consideration from the boundary value problem for the convection-diffusion problem with convective transport in the skew-symmetric form:
Using our notations, we go from problem (40), (41) to the difference problem
on the set of grid functions y(x) = 0, x / ∈ ω. The problem for the difference solution error
where ψ(x) is the truncation error:
Assume that the convection-diffusion problem has a smooth enough classical solution. In addition to the smoothness of the equation coefficients and the RHS, for the problem in rectangle Ω it is essential that the consistency conditions are fulfilled for the RHS at the corners (see, e.g., [5, 8] ). On a uniform rectangular grid the truncation error in these conditions for the difference operators (26) and (32) (or (36)) has a second order: (Ω). The problem is finite-dimensional, therefore, such estimates of stability also guarantee unique solvability of the grid problem.
We now consider the difference problems for convection-diffusion equations with convective transport in the nondivergent form
and the convection-diffusion equation with the divergent convective term
Using for the approximation of the terms of convective transport in equation (46) the difference operators (30) or (34), and in equation (47) - (31) or (35), we obtain the difference equations
The second order of accuracy of the difference schemes under condition (44) follows from the following statement. 
Proof. Scalar multiplication of the error equation
Taking into account (37) and the Friedrichs inequality for the LHS, we derive
Under the formulated restrictions on κ we have estimate (49).
Note also the possibility of obtaining a priori estimates for the case of a strongly compressible medium (large constant M 1 ) at a low rate of convective transport. 
Proof. Taking into account the subordination inequality (39), we obtain
Further reasoning is obvious.
We note an important feature of approximations of convective terms on staggered grids for coefficients. Taking into account (35), we have
Therefore, assuming the property of a fixed sign for div v, we have
This means that in the correspondinf cases, we can employ, instead of (49), estimate (45), which has no restrictions on the value of convective-transport coefficients.
Two-level iterative methods for convection-diffusion problems
We consider two-level iterative methods for approximate solution of 2D grid convectiondiffusion problems. At the general operator-free level, the simple iteration method for solving problems with a nonself-adjoint operator is studied. Of particular interest for computations is the minimal correction method. The potentialities of this method are studied for the convection-diffusion problem, where it is used as a preconditioner for the difference of diffusive-transport operator or its diagonal part.
Grid convection-diffusion problem
We consider, as a model problem, the boundary-value problem for the convection-diffusion equation in the skew-symmetric form:
Using a uniform rectangular gridω, we go from problem (50), (51) to the difference problem
on the set of grid functions y(x) = 0, x / ∈ ω. For the difference operators of diffusive and convective transport, we utilize the representations
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The difference problem (52) can be written in the form of the operator equation
with a nonself-adjoint positive operator A:
Taking into account the properties of the operators of convective and diffusive transport, we obtain for the self-adjoint and skew-symmetric parts of operator A
Some other properties of the convective-transport operator will also be needed to evaluate the convergence rate of the iterative methods being considered.
Simple iteration method
We start with the simple iteration method for the approximate solution of problem (53),
:
We first note the sufficient convergence conditions for the iterative method (56). , which yields
It is easy to see that for any operator B convergence (58) takes place in H e A provided the inequality [15] B > τ 2 A.
holds. For the iterative method under consideration, this inequality is equivalent to the following inequality:
Taking into account (57), we obtain the sought restrictions on the iterative parameter τ . The case that R = B is studied in a similar way.
Let us formulate the simplest result on the convergence rate for the method of simple iteration. (57) 
Theorem 8. Let in the iterative method (56) for problem (53), (54) inequality

A, the following estimate holds:
n n 0 (ε) = ln ε ln 1 ,
Proof. Let z
and for the new unknown we obtain the equation
We have
Taking into account (57), (59), we obtain (Gs
This gives for 0 < τ < 2/γ 2 the inequality
For the optimal value of the iterative parameter τ = 1/γ 2 we derive the estimate
where the number 1 is given in the theorem formulation.
In the self-adjoint case, inequalities (57), (59) take on the standard form
In this case, the estimate for the error has the form
Thus, estimate (60) is much rougher. Even at a nonoptimal value of the iterative parameter τ = 1/γ 2 in the self-adjoint case we obtain estimate (60) with 0 = 1 − ξ. At the same time we need twice as many iterations in this case.
With increasing volume of a priori information on the operators of the iterative method we can obtain more accurate estimates for the convergence rate of the simple iteration method that are consistent with the self-adoiny case [14] .
We now assume that the a priori information on the operators A and B = B * > 0 of the iterative method (56) for the approximate approximate solution of problem (53), (54) has the form of the inequalities:
(61)
Theorem 9. Let in the iterative method (56) for problem (53), (54) estimates (61) hold. Then for the value of the iterative parameter
for the number of iterations n necessary to achieve accuracy ε in
A, the following estimate holds:
Proof. Inequalities (61) are equivalent to the following ones:
Represent the transition operator S of the explicit scheme
The triangle inequality gives at 0 < θ < 1 for the norm of the operator S the estimate
It is necessary to give the values of the parameters θ and τ for which this norm is minimum.
The first term in the RHS of (64) is the transition operator for the explicit scheme with the self-adjoint operator C 0 , where as the iterative parameter, we use τ /θ. When the fist operator of inequality (63) holds, the optimal parameter is τ θ
For the second term in (64), taking into account (C 1 y, y) = 0 and estimate (63), we obtain
Substitution into (64) in view of (65) results in
We now study the minimum of the function φ(θ) . It is convenient to introduce a new variable
The substitution yields
To find the minimum point, we derive the derivative dχ dη
The necessary condition of the minimum gives us
In the case of (66), θ ∈ (−ν 2 , 1) and assuming any ν > 0, we select a positive root of equation (67):
Taking into account the condition 0 < 1, we obtain θ 0 ∈ (0, 1). By virtue of
Using the notations from the theorem formulation, we obtain
The number of iterations is evaluated by the norm of the transition operator in a standard way.
This result can be treated as a strightforward generalization of the theorem on the convergence rate for the simple iteration method in the self-adjoint case (where γ 3 = 0).
Minimal correction method
Among the two-level iterative methods of the variational type, we can distinquish the minimal correction method. It minimizes the norm of error in
A at B = B * > 0 and requires from the operator A (which is important) only positive definiteness, i. e., the operator A can be nonself-adjoint. To emphasise this feature of the minimal correction method, we give the calculation formulas for iteration parameters.
A new iteration value is obtained from equation
The correction w
− ϕ satisfies the same equation as the error does:
In the minimal correction method, the correction w k+1 in H B is minimized. From (69) we have
From this it follows that at A > 0 the norm at a new interation will be minimal when 70) is selected. For the convergence rate of the minimal correction method, estimate (62) is valid if inequalities (61) hold. This means that convergence rate of the minimal correction method is not slower than the simple iteration method.
Theorem 10. Let in the iterative minimal correction method (68), (70) for problem (53), (54) estimates (61) take place. Then for the number of iterations n necessary to achieve accuracy ε in H
R , R = A * B −1
A, estimate (62) holds.
In calculating the of iterative parameters by formula (70), a priori information on the operators in the form of inequalities (61) is not used. It also should be noted that the implementation of the minimal correction method (68), (70) 
Diagonal preconditioner
We now consider the performance of the minimal correction method depending on the choice of the operator B, which is called the preconditioner. In case of the a priori information on the operators of the iterative method (68) in the form of inequalities (61), the convergence rate (see the estimate for the number of iterations (62)) depends on the valuē
Therefore, the operator B should be chosen in such that the ratio ξ = γ 1 /γ 2 is maximal (as in the self-adjoint case), and the ratio γ 3 /γ 2 , which serves as a measure of the nonself-adjoint character of the problem, is minimal. The problem of choosing the preconditioner in solving self-adjoint problems approximately is given primary consideration [1, 6, 7, 13, 15, 16] . It is possible to employ the existing theoretical basis for constructing analogs of preconditioners for nonself-adjoint problems, too. It is convenient to consider the influence of the nonself-adjoint part of A using the elementary preconditioners B.
For the iterative solution of the grid problem (53)- (55), we use the simplest iterative method (68), (70), with B = E. From the practical viewpoint, among the diagonal preconditioners B the selection of the diagonal part of the operator A -the diagonal part of diffusive-transport operator D deserves particular attention. Such a selection is important for problems with a strongly variable diffusion coefficient and optimal for self-adjoint problems [4] . Here we investigate the dependence of the convergence rate of the iterative methods on the convective transport and, therefore, we restrict our consideration to the explicit method.
For problem (53)- (55) at B = E inequalities (61) take the form
We give the typical values of the constants γ α , α = 1, 2, 3. Let diffusion coefficient k(x) be bounded not only below, but also above:
For the diffusive-transport operator the lower bound holds (see Lemma 1)
A similar upper bound (Lemma 2) is of the form
By virtue of (73), (74) for the constants γ α , α = 1, 2 in (72) we obtain
We now find the constant γ 3 in (72). For the convective-transfer difference operator in the skew-symmetric form
Assume that the convective-transport coefficients are bounded and let
Then, for instance,
By virtue of this, in the second inequality (72) we can assume
To characterize the boundary-value problem (50), (51), we introduce the dimensionless Peclet number Pe as follows:
Theorem 11. Let in the iterative minimal correction method (68), (70) for problem (53)-(54) be B = E. Then for the number of iterations n necessary to achieve accuracy
Proof. From (75), (76) in view of notations (77)
follows. The substitution in (71) yields the sought expression (78).
Taking into account ξ 1, for the number of iterations we have the following estimate:
Thus, at larger Pe the number of iterations for the explicit minimal correction method (method of minimal residuals) is proportional to Pe
2
. Taking into account the dependence of the number of iterations on the grid steps we obtain from (79) the following asymptotic formula:
The dependence of the convergence rate on the grid steps for the explicit iterative method under consideration is the same as in the self-adjoint case.
Diffusive-transport operator as a preconditioner
It is natural to employ the iterative minimal correction method (68), (70) to solve approximately problem (53)-(55) at B = D, i. e., the diffisive-transport operator is taken to the upper iteration level and the convective transport is taken from the previous one. Such a selection in the two-side operator inequality (61) results in
and the second inequality (61) takes the form
Taking into account (73), for the LHS of the inequality we have
Then we use the inequality of subordination (see Lemma 5) of the convective-transport operator to the diffusive-transport operator:
For the difference operator C 0 under consideration we have
Thus, the constant M 2 depends not only on the amplitude of the convective transport coefficients, but also on the medium compressibility ( on div v). For the sake of siplicity of analysis, we assume that the medium is incompressible, and at the discrete level with the selected approximation of convective terms the incompressibility condition has the form
Then instead of (81) we can employ a more simple expression
Taking this into account for γ 3 we obtain
Using (80), (82), we formulate the following statement about the convergence rate for the iterative minimal correction method, where as the prediconditioner, the diffusive-transport operator is used.
Theorem 12. Let in the iterative minimal corrections method (68), (70) for problem (53)-(54) B = D. Then for the number of iterations n necessary to achieve accuracy ε in
H R , R = A * D −1
A, estimate (62) with
First of all, the convergence rate does not depend on the parameters of the computational grid. Naturally, in such problems the convergence rate depends on the value of convective terms. In the problems with predominance of the convection Pe 1 analogously to (79) we obtain the estimate for the number of iterations
Thus, at large Pe the number of iterations of the implicit minimal correction method is proportional to Pe
2
. However, in the case under consideration, generally speaking, there is also the dependence on the gradient of the convective terms (see estimate (81)).
The realization of the iterative method with B = D can be based on the use of direct methods or iterative methods for solving self-adjoined elliptic problems. In the last case, we speak of the use of two-step iterative methods.
Other convection-diffusion problems
We now note some differences in the iterative solution of the convection-diffusion problems between divergent and nondivergent forms. As an example, consider the problem for the equation
We set up a correspondence between the differential problem (51), (83) and the difference problem:
In using staggered grids for giving the convective-transfer coefficients we define the difference operator
whose properties have been considered by us in details.
In solving iteratively problem (84), it is necessary to isolate the self-adjoint and skewsymmetric parts of the convective transfer operator:
For the self-adjoint part of the difference operator C 1 , determined according to (85), we obtain 1 2
For the skew-symmetric part we have
where, we will recall, here
We now consider the convergence rate of the iteration minimal correction method for the approximate solution of the grid problem (84). In this case, inequalities (61) are of the form
On the basis of Lemma 4 we have
By virtue of the estimates for the boundaries of the diffusion-transfer operator (see (82), (75)) from (86), (87) we obtain
under standard restrictions κ > M 0 M 1 . For the second inequality of (86) we obtain again (76).
Theorem 13. Let in the iterative minimal correction method (68), (70) for problem (84)-(85) B = E. Then for the number of iterations n required for obtaining accuracy ε in
H R , R = A *
A, estimate (62), (71), (76), (88) is valid.
For the convection-diffusion problem in the nondivergent form (51), (83), the dependance on the medium compressibility, i.e., on the constant M 1 in (87) (on the parameter M 0 M 1 /κ) is of fundamental importance.
We can also formulate a similar statement (see Theorem 12) concerning the iterative minimal correction method for solving the grid problem (84), in which the diffusion-transport difference operator B = D acts as a preconditioner. We define the Peclet number by the expression 
Proof. It is necessary to estimate the constants γ α , α = 1, 2, 3 in the inequalities 
where the constant M 2 is defined in accordance with the Lemma 5. We use the upper estimate
and for γ 3 in view of (89) we obtain
Taking into account the Friedrichs inequality and the subornation inequality for the difference convective-transfer operator, we have
Therefore, for γ α , α = 1, 2 we obtain
Further, substituting (91), (92) into (71), we arrive at the expression forξ, which appears under the conditions of a provable theorem .
To obtain the estimate of the number of iterations, convenient for analysis, we considered the case of convective-diffusive processes with a weak convective transfer for an arbitrary compressibility of the medium. Therefore, we arrive at stiff restrictions on the Peclet number under the conditions of the theorem, which are nothing but the solvability conditions κ − M 2 M 0 > 0 of the grid problem (see Theorem 6) . We now consider the iterative process with B = D under more usual restrictions on the medium compressibility. 
Proof. The constant γ 3 in (90) has been obtained above. We have
and, therefore, for the constants γ α , α = 1, 2 in the bilateral operator inequality (90) we obtain the sought expressions.
In much the same manner, the convection-diffusion problems in the divergent form are investigated. We will not specially dwell here on this case.
Three-level iterative schemes
In solving grid problems with a self-adjoint operator, the fundamental acceleration of the iterative method is attained by going from the two-level iterative method to the three-level one. The method of adjoint gradients deserves special consideration. However, this method is used only for self-adjoint problems. Therefore, we should first symmetrize the initial problem with a non-self-adjoint operator. Consider the possibilities of the method of adjoint gradients for the iterative solution of the grid convection-diffusion problems.
Gauss symmetrization
Consider the difference problem Ay = ϕ
in which
To go to the problem with a symmetric positive operator, multiply equation (93) 
For the approximate solution of problem (95) we use the three-level iterative method of adjoint gradients:
in which the iterative parameters α k+1 and τ k+1 are 
For the number of iterations the estimate n n 0 (ε) = ln(2ε
is valid. For two-level iterative methods of the variation type we have considered two techniques of choosing the preconditioner -the diagonal technique and the diffusive-transfer operator. In going to the symmetrized problem, exactly the analog of the second technique of choosing the preconditioner is of greatest interest, since in this case the number of iterations does not depend on the grid.
Let us consider the iterative method (96), (97) for problem (95) with
We first formulate an analog of Theorem 14, using the notations previously introduced. .
To obtain (99), we use the estimate
Thus, in inequality (99)
Taking into account our notations, we have
The realization of the iterative method of adjoint gradients being considered is associated with the operator reversion B = D 2 , which doubles the compute costs compared to the twolevel iterative method (see Theorem 14) . But here the number of iterations is considerably smaller -instead of n ∼ Pe 2 we have n ∼ Pe. With the symmetrization under consideration (95) we have to restrict ourselves to the case of weak convective transfer (κ − M 2 M 0 > 0). We fail to obtain an analog of Theorem 15 under the assumptions of infinitesimal of the medium compressibility (κ − M 1 M 0 > 0) and, what is more, we cannot construct an absolutely convergent iterative method at C = C 0 (see Theorem 12) . Therefore, we consider another symmetrization of the initial problem (93), (94). The possibilities of optimizing iterative methods for solving grid problems with various symmetrization are discussed in general in book [3] .
Symmetrization with preliminary preconditionning
Consider the possibility of constructing iterative methods of adjoint gradients for solving problem (93), (94) with a somewhat different organization of calculations. From the initial equation (93) we go to the equation
Thus, unlike (95), a transformed problem is symmetrized. We separately consider the case of the skew-symmetric convective-transfer operator (C = C 0 ) in accordance with Theorem 12. Using the Peclet number to characterize the convergence rate, from (99), (100), (104) we obtain at large Pe (ξ 1) the asymptotic formula
From (105) the linear dependence of the number of iterations of the method of adjoint gradients on the Peclet number follows. The realization of one iterative step is again associated with the twofold reversion of the diffusion-transfer operator.
In the case that C = C 0 under consideration, the self-adjoint part of the problem (B = A 0 ) is taken as a preconditioner. For such a particular case in works [2, 22] (see also [7] ) a special variant of the method of adjoint gradients, which actually coincides with the aboveconsidered iterative method, used for the symmetrized problem (103).
We now consider the case of the convective-transfer difference operator in the nondivergent and divergent forms, i.e., C = C α , α = 1, 2. We first, assume that the convective transfer is not significant, i.e., the condition of infinitesimal of M 2 holds. 
takes place. for constants γ α , α = 1, 2 we have
From here expression (106) for ξ follows.
Comparison with Theorem 16 shows, that in using symmetrization (103), the method of adjoint gradients converges with more stiff restrictions and the convergence rate decreases compared to the case of the usual symmetrization (95).
We now turn to the convection-diffusion problems for weakly compressible media where restrictions are imposed on the constant M 1 . for the convective-transfer operator is used instead of (107).
The change from the two-llevel iterative method (Theorem 15) to the three-level iterative method with symmetrization (103) (Theorem 19) again causes additional restrictions on the medium compressibility -instead of standard κ − M 1 M 0 > 0 we have κ − 2M 1 M 0 > 0.
Other variants
The symmetrization The unconditional convergence of the method of adjoint gradients takes place only on the case of symmetrization with preliminary preconditioning (103) for difference convectiondiffusion problems with the convective-transfer operator in the symmetric form. For problems with the difference convective-transfer operator C = C α , α = 1, 2 the method of adjoint gradients with Gauss symmetrization is suitable for problems with weak convective transfer (Theorem 16). In problems with a weakly compressible medium, it is necessary to use symmetrization (103) (Theorem 19), but convergence thereby is established with stiffer restrictions compared with the conditions that are required for the solvability of the initial grid problem.
Under these conditions, one can use iterative methods of adjoint gradients, in which the whole (and only the diffusion part) self-adjoint part of the difference operator of the convection-diffusion problem is taken as the preconditioner. 
To investigate the convergence of the iterative method (96), (97) for problem (108), (109), it is essential to find the constants γ α , α = 1, 2 in the bilateral operational inequality 
Let us formulate the corresponding result on the convergence rate of the method of adjoint gradients under the assumptions of a weak compressibility of the medium.
